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French innovation
dedicated to your beauty

Located in Paris, MAYER & SONS has created a complete range of
innovative, safe and unique products on the market:

Surface
Thanks to our team’s global expertise, we offer patients the best
natural solutions for their skin.
A pioneer in the development of lightening skin care, MAYER & SONS has
created a new groundbreaking lightening treatment that combines
mesotherapy and cosmeceuticals. The new dermatologically tested treatment
removes pigment and age spots. It leaves skin looking pure and smooth.
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OUR PRODUCTS
1. FILLERS : A unique and flawless technique		
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2.MESOTHERAPY : Reveal your natural beauty			
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3.COSMECEUTICALS : Enhance your skin tone			
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4. WHITEBOX : For combined actions				
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At Mayer and Sons, we go beyond basic production standards and
implement the following procedures to ensure the highest quality
products:
• Scientific test: Continuous and random scientific checks during the
manufacturing stage.
• Technical test : Continuous monitoring of packaging and dosage during
production.
• Supply chain: Mayer & Sons monitors the entire chain from research and
development to the distribution process.

FILLERS

A UNIQUE AND FLAWLESS TECHNIQUE
We’ve got your entire face covered with three different types
of filler: from fine lines at the corner of the mouth to deep
wrinkles and sunken cheeks. Surface offers leading technology
for your skin.
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The visco elastic gel is biodegradable, homogeneous and has isotonic
and monophasic properties. It is specifically designed to fill in
wrinkles and fine lines in the face. Surface Style acts like a sponge
when it is injected in these areas, filling in gaps and hydrating the
skin. It rehydrates the area treated and boosts collagen production.
This is a safe way to enhance the complexion and it produces instant
results.
Surface Style treats different areas of the face, including: lip
contour and surface lines. To achieve optimal results, an injection in
the superficial to medium layers of the dermis is recommended.

Over time, the skin on your face loses volume and appears less
plump and less smooth. With age, cheeks tend to become hollow
which leaves the face looking tired. Surface Ultra is a volumizing
hyaluronic acid that corrects sagging skin, plumps up cheeks and
improves their firmness.
This new range of products is at the forefront of the cosmetic
industry. Surface Ultra not only corrects lines and wrinkles including
nasolabial folds and frown lines, but can also be used to plump up
lips, rejuvenate and moisturize the skin. Results are natural and last
for an average of 10-12 months, depending on the patient and the
areas of the face treated.

VOLUME
Surface Volume is our latest and most extraordinary filler. It has a
plumping effect and helps to revolumize areas including the cheeks
and the oval of the face. Our product also corrects deep wrinkles.
By creating volume in targeted areas, our innovative filler plumps
up and redefines facial contours. It can also be used to add more
definition to the oval of the face. To achieve an optimal result, a
Surface Volume injection is recommended every 10-12 months,
depending on the patient and the areas of the face treated.
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MESOTHERAPY
REVEAL YOUR NATURAL BEAUTY

Your skin gets tired and loses its radiance due to
pollution and stress. With mesotherapy, skin is
hydrated, even-looking and more supple.
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Surface Meso is a non-invasive treatment.
Developed by our innovative laboratory, its
formula leaves skin soothed and hydrated.
Dimethylaminoethanol, one of the key active
ingredients found in our formula, is used
preservative-free. A cocktail of vitamins offers
your skin the energy it needs to stay beautiful.

Surface White is a cocktail of lightening active
ingredients and antioxidants, which illuminate
and revitalize your skin. The natural formula is
produced using Glutathione and water.
Surface White is a safe and natural way to
illuminate your skin.
Glutathione is an antioxidant, composed of
an amino acid called cysteine, glutamate
and glycine. This antioxidant is found in high
quantities particularly in the liver, pancreas,
spleen and eyes. Its concentration decreases
naturally with age. Glutathione reduces the
level of cysteine on the protein surface, helping
to repair DNA and making it easier to recycle
vitamins C and E. It plays an essential role in
detoxifying the body. Thanks to its detoxifying
effect, Glutathione slows and reduces the signs
of aging. Glutathione has a lightening effect on
skin thanks to different mechanisms at various
stages of melanogenesis. Its antioxidant action
allows it to inhibit melanin synthesis while
calming free radicals and peroxides.

Surface Meso improves the skin’s appearance
and enhances the complexion. Every woman
deserves the best. Stay natural, stay simple,
stay gorgeous: start using Surface Meso now.

Our five-week treatments are supplied with a mesoroller
for home use, which allows you to apply the product
safely once a week to refresh your skin.
The mesoroller is an extremely precise and effective tool.
It allows the product to penetrate the outer layers of the
epidermis. The 540 micro-needles boost the product’s
penetration and regenerate the skin.
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COSMECEUTICALS

ENHANCE YOUR SKIN TONE
T h e r a n g e o f c o s m e c e u t i c a l s b y S u r fa c e
improves the evenness of your complexion and
reduces pigmentation
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Surface Brightening face cream

Anti-pigment spot concentrated serum

THE EXPERT SKIN ILLUMINATOR

FOR THE PERFECT FACE

- With the GABA complex in 3% concentration -

- With GABA complex in 10% concentration -

The patented GABA complex has been
specifically developed to brighten and even out
the complexion by safely correcting pigment
irregularities. This formula leaves the skin
hydrated.

This extra-concentrated serum has been
formulated to reduce pigment spots. The serum
is paraben-free and is easily absorbed into the
skin.
After 4 weeks of treatment, the results are
impressive: pigment spots are reduced by 80%*.
Apply twice a day over the entire face. It can also
be used in combination with Surface Lightening
Face Cream for optimal efficacy, offering a
complete solution to enhance your complexion.

Specifically designed to treat the face, this cream
is lightweight and applies evenly.
Thanks to the GABA Complex in 3% concentration,
Surface Cream has a remarkable effect on the
complexion’s radiance and evenness after only
28 days of treatment.

*Tested by a panel of 20 people
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WHITEBOX

FOR COMBINED ACTIONS

Whitebox by Surface is a unique skin-lightening treatment
that combines three complementary products for an
optimal result.
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Whitebox is a revolutionary treatment formulated to lighten the skin and reduce pigment spots.
Developed by numerous scientists and tested over several months, this unique solution responds to
all your major skin problems. The five-week protocol has proven efficacy: skin appears smooth and
flawless.
Over the years, research has shown that combining the GABA Complex with Glutathione increases
its reducing effect on pigment spots. The GABA Complex helps to create an even skin tone while
Glutathione deeply detoxifies the skin. Whitebox brings these discoveries together to offer a unique
treatment.
In Whitebox, you will find:
• A brightening face cream formulated to correct pigment irregularities.
• A concentrated anti-pigment spot serum for the face that is highly enriched with the active GABA
complex and particularly effective against pigment spots.
• A cocktail of brightening agents and antioxidants that help to maintain a luminous complexion
• A mesoroller so you can apply Surface White in complete safety from the comfort of your home.
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26 avenue Victor Hugo
75116 PARIS
www.surface-paris.com
contact@surface-paris.com

